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Śniadanie HR: Workplace trends and employee engagement
We are pleased to invite you to HR breakfast, during which you will have the chance to familiarize yourself with the
Engagement and the Global Workplace Report, which describes the correlation between workplace satisfaction and
employee engagement. Steelcase together with Cushman & Wakefield will present to you global workplace trends and case
studies to deep-dive into the topic.

Terminy i miejsce:
Program
In a talent market that is highly driven by (future) employees, companies are looking for many ways to attract and retain
key contributors. Leaders are now more aware and knowledgeable about the important impact of employee engagement on
their companies’ results. In our recent global engagement study, we found a positive relation between workplace
satisfaction and the level of engagement. Well-designed offices, supporting employee’s needs have great potential to
attract talent, positively influencing the behaviour and even changing the organizational culture.
On the HR breakfast our expert Lisa Glassner will share key insights of our Engagement report conducted together with
the research institute Ipsos. Our event partner the Workplace Strategy division of Cushman and Wakefield will share the
latest workplace trends and case studies.

PROGRAM
8.30-9.00 Registration
9.00-11.30 Presentation and discussion
11.30-12.00 Networking

The meeting will be held in English

During the meeting we will deep-dive into the topic of how space can influence behavior in the workplace. We will:
Describe how workplace can influence employee satisfaction, motivation and overall wellbeing
Draw a correlation between workplace satisfaction and employee engagement, having a direct impact on the
bottom line
Present the latest trends in the workplace
Present case studies

Our presenters will answer the following questions:
What are employees’ needs in the workplace and how to satisfy them
How workspace can attract talent

How a well-designed workspace translates into the bottom line

Prelegenci
Maciej Markowski
Partner, Head of Workplace Strategy CEE at Cushman & Wakefield. Maciej has 8 years of experience in office industry,
developing innovative & productive workplaces for companies all over EMEA, ranging from Cisco and Nokia, through
Unilever to Swiss Re and JP Morgan
Aleksander Szybilski
Aleksander Szybilski background spans 5 years within the design of office space and 3 years in project management
connected with opening new office spaces. Aleksander latest experience was gained inside Samsung company where he
was responsible for corporate workplace, gathering workplace requirements from employees, change management,
communication and presentation to senior management, coordination of spaceplanes and budget preparation
Lisa Glassner
Lisa Glassner has an international background within global companies to shape people’s behavior and enhance leadership
capabilities. She started her career with Steelcase five years ago where she held various positions in the learning and
development function; prior to her current role Lisa was leading the L&D group in EMEA. Her thorough knowledge in the
learning function helps her identifying key insights for desired behavioral change while translating them into requirements
for the work environment.
Kontakt w sprawie szkolenia:
Agata Fiodorow, tel. +48 22 535 80 99, agata.fiodorow@wolterskluwer.com

